Player Category Score Sheet:
Speed / Agility:
5 - Extremely fast. Can outrun everyone else and overtake their opponent.
4 - Fast. Will be one of the better runners on the team.
3 - Average Speed. Not the fastest but not the slowest.
2 - Slower Speed. Below average.

Kicking (Right Foot / Left Foot, Shots On Goal):
5 - Strong kick. Gets air every time, sends up field without problem, good foot placement & positioning every time.
4 - Has a great kick. May not get air every time, but still strong. Foot placement & positioning good most of the time.
3 ‐ Average kick. Has a strong kick only once in a while. Foot placement only good once in a while; has some toe kicks.
2 ‐ Poor kick. Toe kicks every time.
Passing (Good Pace / Strength, Focused passing for Possession Play):
5 - Great Passing. Places it perfectly every time with excellent vision (feel for when and where to pass it). Can pass with both
right and left foot well. Understands through passes and leading a teammate with a pass.
4 - Good Passing. Places it well. May favor only one foot. Demonstrates good vision and when to pass.
3 - Average Passing. Places it only some times. Definitely uses only one foot.

Dribbling (One Touch, Receives Ball, Too Much Time w/Ball):
5 - Great Dribbling: Uses both feet. Keeps ball close to them with head up.
4 - Good Dribbling. Keeps ball close but favors one foot. Dribbles with head up sometimes.
3 - Average Dribbling with head down.
2 ‐ Difficulty controlling the ball more than a couple touches. Head always down.

Goalkeeping:
5- Handles ball very well. Great reflexes and consistently makes big saves. Reads the field, knows where to send the ball.
4 - Handles ball well. Good reflexes and makes the saves they should make with limited errors.
3 - Average. Just getting a feel for the position. Can stop the ball most of the time but occasionally mishandles the ball.
2 ‐ Timid when ball is kicked to them. Struggles with holding on to the ball.

Athleticism:
5 - Great Athlete. Could probably be excellent at any sport they tried.
4 - Above average athlete. Excels at this sport.
3 - Average athlete and demonstrates good improvement.
2 ‐ Tries, adjusting.
Effort (Attitude, Sportsmanship, Teamwork, Commitment):
5 - Gives everything they’ve got on every play. Focused and works hard to improve all the time. Always motivated.
4 - Tries hard most of the time. Usually focused and working hard to improve. Easy to motivate.
3 - Average effort, inconsistent. Sometime gives 100% and other times doesn’t. Can be motivated.
2 ‐ Poor effort. Consistently difficult to motivate.
1 ‐ Not interested in soccer.

Player Evaluation Form
Instructions: Please score each player individually per division level and not your team level. Score each player from 1-5 in each
category. The sum will be calculated for the total score. Comments are helpful for areas of greatest strength/weakness. See Player
Category Score sheet for additional help with scoring.
Coach: ________________________________________________________
Team/Division: _________________________________________________
Date of Evaluation: ______________________________________________
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